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Ready to
leave a

positive
impact?

Classes 
Start 
Sept.7

Visit us

New career or adding skills?

Featuring...

Learn how The Institute for Integrative
Intelligence is changing the world one
coach at a time. 

The Institute 
What exactly is Coaching
Learning structure & methods
Student life & Coaching Skills

More Information:
+ (520) 497-3011www.Integrativeintelligience.global

Contact us:
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STUDENT
FEEDBACK

"I ’m proud of the dedication the coaching
professionals have towards finding new

approaches to make a difference in people’s
l ives. Coaches continue to help me learn ways to

refine my coaching style as well  as guide and
inspire me on my l ife journey."

 
Evelyn Jabri, Ph.D, CPIC, ACC 

https://www.eainnovationgroup.com
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Founder & CEO: 
Laurel Elders, MCC, CEC

Here at The Institute for Integrative
Intelligence we care about your success! 

We offer a renowned opportunity, worldwide,
available at your fingertips.

About Us

We care about you!

Our journey began in 2011 under Prescott College. In 2016, we
evolved into our own establishment. We are proudly accredited by
the International Coach Federation (ICF) and love providing paths
toward ICF Certification & Continuing Education.

We’re a team of highly trained professionals on a mission to
educate you on how to elevate your client’s life, bringing out their
best potential through the art and science of masterful coaching.
 
Passion is what leads us in the coaching profession and we pride
ourselves on teaching to the highest industry standards that are
aligned with current trends. You’re provided with everything
needed to succeed as a professional coach. 

If you are reading this now, chances are you’ve felt called to coach
and something profound inside of you is ready to be awakened.
Whether you are adding new skills and changing career paths,
we've got you covered! 

Creating a positive impact, and being a part of the big solution is
what we value. We are dedicated to leaving the world in a better
place. Our vision is to be a force that reverberates for generations
to come. With our programs, we can make this happen. 

The Institute offers an excellent selection of programs and training
options serving professionals who feel the call to leverage their
careers while elevating the lives of those around them. 

Contact us:
+(520) 497-3011
Worldwide
admin@integrativecoachtraining.com
https://www.integrativeintelligence.global/
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What exactly is 
Coaching?

Follow Us:

Consulting Definition:

Counseling Definition:
Counseling includes clinical diagnosis and
treatment. Counseling and therapy focus on
emotional healing and provides a treatment
plan that guides the client into healing from
trauma or past wounding.

Coaching Is...
a professional service that is
designed to help people access
their lives and transform
challenges. 

Part of the process is assisting a
client to set goals, make habits,
and sharpen skills that can
reshape their lifestyle in a more
positive direction. Coaches can
effectively help their clients to
recognizing issues, strengths,
and weaknesses and to remove
roadblocks that keep their client
from moving forward in life.
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Consulting and advising is the business of
giving specialized advice to professionals,
typically in financial and business matters.
Consultants may teach processes or provide
services where expertise is required.

Coaching embodies the positive psychology
that leads to human potential. Coaching is a
skillset, and a process that respects the client
as the expert in their life, personally and
professionally. 

A coach is an expert in the self-actualization
processes that is equally self-directed by the
client.

Coaching is future focused, goal oriented,
and results based.

Coaching Definition:
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WE OFFER
LEARNING
STRUCTURES
THAT ARE FUN
AND
EFFECTIVE
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Mentoring & Supervision:
We provide you with a coaching supervisor where you can
gain professional development support outside of class.
We also provide you with an ICF Mentor coach, to help
ensure your coaching skills optimized. 

Live Online Instruction:
We conduct 3 (two-hour) webinars each month. Within the
webinars you learn new skills, hone powerful techniques,
craft your unique coaching style, and engage in
conversations that foster growth. We take the last week of
the month off, so that you can do practice sessions and
review content.

Coaching Intensives:
We host 2 (four-day) coaching intensives. These are
impactful, and give you the opportunity to connect with
the other coaches in your class. You will walk away with
deeper connections, a broader understanding of each
method, and equipped with the exact tools you need to be
masterful in your coaching approach. The first one is virtual
and the second one (that completes your class time) is held
in Tucson, AZ. 

Certification:
After all course work is complete, you’ll move onto the
Certification phase. Certification is self-paced and
completed online at your convenience. Students are
welcome to begin working on their certification
requirements after Coaching Fundamentals. We provide a
map for you to follow and adapt to your schedule as you
see fit.

Outside of Class Time:
There are reading assignments and practice coaching
session requirements. Assignments are self-paced, and you
are given ample notices to successfully map out
homework. Most of our students work full time, have a
family, and find our program easy to fold into a busy
schedule. 
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Your
Success Roadmap...
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JOIN
NOW!!

 (520) 497-3011 admin@integrativecoachtraining.com www.integrativeintelligence.global

What's Student Life Like?
#5
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The majority
of our

students are
successful

professionals
who often live
a busy home
life as well.

 We understand that zoom fatigue happens
especially when you’re in a lecture. We go above

and beyond to engage all of your learning
senses: kinesthetic, auditory and visual. We do

coaching demos, treasure hunts, activities,
group discussions, breakouts and live practice.

Learning with us is fun and engaging! 
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Student 
Testimonial

Angela Powley  MBA, CPIC

"The Institute for Integrative Intelligence was a great
organization to partner with on my journey to become a
coach. The program was detailed and thought provoking,
and the instructors were professional and passionate
about coaching. I feel fully equipped to work with clients
and am excited about my new coaching practice."

Hear what other Students
are saying: CLICK HERE

Regional Executive, The Red Cross
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How our
program sets
you up for
success...

We’ve covered all of the bases and
provided you with everything that

you’ll need to succeed! 
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Elevate Your Mastery
Mastery builds confidence. We don’t see mastery as perfection. Mastery is increasing
your capacity to respond to any client agenda that is presented to you and hear beyond
the words. Mastery is the ability to relate to and elevate your client. Whether you are
coaching a teenager or a CEO, you have a whole person in front of you. Mastery is
supporting the whole person and the wholeness of that person.  

Develop Your Gifts
We help you step into your unique coaching style, highlight your gifts and build upon
your coaching strengths. You walk away knowing how to masterfully unhook self-fulfilling
prophecies, how to listen for what is not said, how to communicate gracefully through
challenging conversations, and how to help your client get to the agenda beneath the
agenda. 

Grow Your Business 
We teach you how to get your first three paying clients in your fourth week of training.
We support your business growth along the way and offer additional resources to those
who are new to starting a business. Many of our students begin growing their coaching
business while still in training. We give you an easy six-step process to follow called the
Business Launch Blueprint. 
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Business Structure for Internal Coaches 
We provide you with mentoring, supervision, and structure to start coaching
employees or teams and to launch internal coaching programs. We provide you
with best practices and guidance in any direction you are heading.

Business Structure for Independent Coaches
All contracts, protocols, and coaching programs are provided to you. You’re also
licensed to place your logos on any of the client worksheets we provide.
Additionally, you will work with over 24 Integration models, frameworks, and client
assessment tools that amplify your coaching impact from day one. Our
frameworks give you a huge advantage in the coaching world! 

ICF Credentialing
We prepare you to credential with the ICF from the start and you’ll receive support
during your ICF application process.

Our support is ongoing...

Alumni Support
When class time ends, our support
continues. We are here because we are
passionate about your success. Our
administrative team and cadre of coaches
are here to see you successfully lead
through your calling to professionally coach
others. 
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COACHING SKILLS
& BEYOND

JOIN NOW

We enrich your strengths, goals and
respect your unique gifts as you work
with us to develop your own mastery. 

It’s one thing to learn masterful
coaching skills and it’s another thing to
elevate those skills through the
powerful frameworks of Integrative
Intelligence! 

Some programs only teach you
coaching skills. We teach beyond
coaching skills to the principles at the
heart of all success. 

Our programs are designed to give
you a huge advantage in the coaching
world and beyond!

www.integrativeintelligence.global
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We get to know each applicant personally.
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www.integrativeintelligence.global

1. Cognitive: 
Mind / Intellect / Choice-point / Vision / IQ
2. Somatic: 
Body / Physicality / Somatic Feedback 
3. Emotional: 
Feeling / Emotional Response / EQ
4. Relational: 
Self / Other / Community / Environment
5. Motivational: 
Purpose / Legacy / Callings / Values
6. Spiritual: 
Human Virtue / Human Spirit / Connection  
7. Energetic: 
Attitude / Energy “Chi” Cultivation / Presence
 8. Integrational: 
Self-awareness / Mastery / Interconnectivity

The Eight Domains Include:

Why empower a client in one or two
domains of potential, when you can

empower them in all eight domains? 
 

If you are only taught to focus on one or
two domains, we see this as limiting you as
a coach. We cover all domains to give you a

HUGE advantage as a coach!

Coaching 
Human Potential 
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Join Us...
Step your way
into success:

Step One – 
Sign up for our Newsletter,
The Monday Coaching
Mindset.

Step Two – 
Sign up for our
complimentary 
Coaching 101 class.

Classes start 
September 7th!

 
> CLICK HERE <

Registration
time:

More information :
www.integrativeintelligence.global
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Step Three – 
Choose the coaching course or program aligned with your
goals. These are:

STEP FOUR - Apply! Start your new journey with us!
 

STEP FIVE - Meet with our Dean of Students, Lauren Stidham, to
review the program, establish goals and complete enrollment. 

 
 

 
At last, smile and know that you’re exactly where you're meant to

be. We look forward to being apart of your new journey and
meeting with you soon!

 

COACHING FUNDAMENTALS

ACC CREDENTIALING TRACK

FULL CERTIFICATION TRACK

The ACC track is a portion of the full program.
This program is perfect if you are a manager, leader or consultant
adding coaching skills to what you already do. 

This class is the prerequisite to the Associate Certified Coach (ACC)
Credentialing Track and our full certification program.
This is a great starter course if you want to learn the foundations only.

The full certification program also qualifies you to apply for the
Professional Certified Coach (PCC) with the ICF.
This program is designed for those contracting with private clients.
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S U C C E S S F U L  C O A C H
G R A D U A T E

CAREER
HIGHLIGHT

"Coach training with the Institute for
Integrative Intelligence allowed me to
open my eyes to a much wider range of
thoughts, ideas, and experiences. The
coaching that I received as part of my
training made me a better person, at
work and at home. I learned how to be a
judgment-free zone which helped
significantly with my ability to work
with leaders. Being an unbiased
sounding board didn't come easily to me.
I wanted to bring my own thoughts,
ideas, and solutions to the conversation.
But coach training helped me discover
that not only am I not always right, but
that it is vitally important to have
different thoughts and ideas presented
as solutions to get to the best result."

"My time at the Institute also helped me
learn how to give people grace, hold a
space for them, slow down, advocate for
the needs of others, and so many other
transformations. I have learned that
silence isn't awkward, it's necessary.
And asking versus telling is so much
more powerful."

TAMICA SEARS, PCC, CPIC
 searscoaching.com
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Meet Your New Success Team!

Instructing Worldwide

When you train with us, you gain a team of successful coaches that are all
highly passionate about your career progression. 
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Ready to take
the next step?

I can help.

Call today :
 (520) 497-3011

Or send mail:
admin@integrativecoachtraining.comLauren Stidham, CPIC, PCC

Dean of Students

Whether you have questions or
are ready to begin your career
I'm a phone call or email away.
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